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Strategies To Crack The Sales Objections Of The 17 Most Troublesome
Prospects.

Welcome to Strategies To Crack The Sales Objections Of The 17 Most Troublesome
Prospects, a compendium that provides you with practical and easy-to-follow advice on
how to deal with the 17 most difficult prospect behaviours you’re likely to encounter.

Prospects can raise any number of objections (reasons for not buying your product or
service). Some are real objections; others are a smoke screen to hide reasons that the
prospects may be embarrassed to admit. To successfully sell to them your job is first, to
discover what the “real” objections are and second, to overcome them.

To successfully sell, you need to be part psychologist, detective, motivator, social
worker, trainer, social worker and consultant. You need to be able to get inside your
prospect’s mind, understand their fears, motivations and weaknesses. You need also to be
able to ethically influence them to realise that what you’re selling is what they need and
want.

Strategies To Crack The Sales Objections Of The 17 Most Troublesome Prospects
provides you with 17 psychological/behavioural profiles of reluctant prospects, possible
reasons for their objections, and numerous strategies on how to overcome these
objections. In order to successfully sell to these prospects, you’ll also need to have a
number of well-developed personal skills.

High  on  the  list  is  your  ability  to  actively  listen  to  what  prospects  are  telling  you.  You
need this skill in order to be able to determine what the prospects’ needs are ... and then
show how your product or service can provide prospects with a solution.

Another vital skill is the ability to get to know what makes your prospects tick and an in-depth
knowledge of their business or their circumstances. The more you know about your prospects,
their business and their circumstance, the better you will be able to understand … and ultimately
meet their needs.

Whenever you encounter a prospect you’re having difficulty in selling, turn to the Table
of Contents of  this  compendium  and  read  the  section  that  matches  the  prospect’s
behaviour. Keep Strategies To Crack The Sales Objections Of The 17 Most Troublesome
Prospects handy and refer to it often.

Happy Selling!

Fred Steensma

P.S. Throughout this compendium we refer to “product” being that which you sell.  If you
are selling a service, substitute the word “service” for product.
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1. The Prospect Who Beats You Down On Price

Prospects will often raise objections (reasons for not buying your product) and it’s your
job as a salesperson to overcome these objections and close the sale.

Later, we’ll deal with a large number of the common objections that interrupt the sales
process.

Right now, though, we must pay particular attention to one individual – the one person
who actively sets out to destroy your margin by beating you down on price – the PRICE
CHISELLER

Scenario:

The Price  Chiseller  is  the  prospect  who constantly  tries  to  get  you  to  lower  your  price.
The tactics they use include telling you that they don’t need your product/service … or
that they can get the same product/service - but at a cheaper price - from your competitor.

They will  often tell  you the concessions and deals your competitors have offered them.
They’re experts at using competitor pricing as leverage by threatening to give their
business to your competitors if you don’t come up with a special deal for them.

Price Chisellers are generally easily recognisable. They regularly set out to sell you on
how important they are to your business.

Don’t fall for this sucker punch! Just remember who’s supposed to be selling to whom …
and who is offering solutions and value to whom.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Price Chiseller.

1. Talking about price first.

When  the  Price  Chiseller  says  price  is  what  s/he  really cares about, there’s always the
temptation to begin the sales process with a discussion of price. DON’T! It will
immediately put the Price Chiseller in the driver’s seat.

Having mentioned your price, as soon as the Price Chiseller demands a price concession,
you’ll be forced onto the back foot trying to defend it rather than selling your
product/service’s benefits.

To  effectively  sell  to  the  Price  Chiseller,  you  must  talk  about  the  VALUE  of  your
product… before anything else!

2. Becoming so focused on price that you forget to sell your product’s value.

If price seems to be the only thing your prospect cares about, you need to change their
mindset to the VALUE of your product/service.  You can do that by saying to them:
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“Look, I know the bottom line is very important to you, so I want to show you what goes
into my product/service offer so that you can understand our pricing and balance it
against value for money.”

Then go on to describe your product/service’s value.

3. Believing what the Price Chiseller tells you about your competitors’ pricing.

Competitors MAY be offering the prospect a special deal, but it’s often a lot less than the
prospect tells you it is.

4. Underestimating the Price Chiseller’s tactics.

Genuine Price Chisellers have spent literally years honing their skills. For them, it’s a
game of hardball and getting the lowest price can be more important to them than buying
the  best  product  for  the  best  price.  And do  remember,  Price  Chisellers  always  shop for
price – so give in once and your future relationship will be about “price” – low price.

5. Wasting your time on Price Chisellers who aren’t serious buyers.

Sometimes Price Chisellers are just not worth doing business with. Price is the only thing
they care about. If that’s the case, move on and spend your time more productively with a
prospect to whom you can sell.

Better still, if the price they want to pay is so low and damaging to business, refer them to
your competitors.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer The Price Chiseller.

1. Ask for something in return.

When a prospect asks you for a price concession, tell  them they can have that price …
BUT they must give you more business in return… or something else that is of value to
you. This is the quickest way of identifying those who are the serious rate negotiators and
those who are just asking the question.

This give-and-take exchange usually gets rid of superfluous demands. If you do give a
concession, and something is given in return, it will not be seen as a sign of weakness.

2. Sell your product/service’s value.

You need to switch the discussion from the Price Chiseller telling you why your
product/service isn’t worth the price you’re offering, to you selling them on why it is.

You can do this by saying:
“Putting price aside, tell me what you’re looking for in (your product/service).”
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When the prospect tells you, you can then begin to match your product/service benefits to
their needs. Once price is off the negotiating table, you’ll often find that the real objection
is not about price at all.

3. Differentiate your product/service from that of your competitors.

Before you can convince the prospect that your product/service is better than your
competitors, you first have to show that it is different in a positive and beneficial sense. If
you don’t, your product/service will be seen as a commodity … and in that instance, price
becomes the ONLY differentiating factor.

If your product/service’s features are virtually the same as those of your competitors,
there are still a number of ways you can differentiate your offering. “Bundling” of other
unique products and services is a brilliant way to differentiate your product/service. For
example, consider your after-sales service, delivery, reputation and stability of your
company, etc. as differentiating factors.

4. Have a formal pricing/discount policy.

For starters, this is smart because you have pre-thought your position, doubtless with a
keen eye on the profit margin. Secondly, what a great “cover” for salespeople, as in
“Sorry, our official policy precludes me from accepting your price offer.”

5. Develop a closer relationship with the prospect.

It’s much harder for the prospect to make unreasonable price demands if you have a good
personal  relationship  with  him.  Try  to  get  the  prospect  to  see  the  relationship  as  a
partnership where both of you gain from the negotiation.

6. Find out what your prospect’s needs REALLY are.

When a prospect asks for a price concession it’s often more about one of the following
than it is about the money:

Need to have their ego stroked by feeling they’ve won something extra from you.
You can do this, for example, by offering them better after-sales service… yet still
maintain your price.

Need to see you sweat in order to feel they’ve done their job.
Is there something else they can “win” while still buying at your price?

Need to maintain an image as a tough negotiator.

What can you give them that will make them appear as though they are a tenacious
adversary, yet leave your price intact?

Need to be convinced further of your product/service’s value and how it can
provide the very best solution for their situation.
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What further examples, demonstrations and testimonials can you produce to ensure the
prospect sees your product as the ideal solution?

7. Negotiate major contracts face-to-face.

If you negotiate by telephone, the buyer has the wood on you for a number of reasons:

It’s easier for your prospect to say “no” over the phone than to your face.

You can’t read the prospect’s body language or facial expressions to really know
how the negotiations are going.

Being less personal, the telephone favours the buyer.
Telephone negotiations are faster but are more likely to result in a Win-Loss
situation rather than the preferred Win for Both Parties.

8. If you’re losing control of the negotiation, call a halt.

If the prospect is becoming too demanding, tell them you don’t have the authority to
grant the type of concessions they’re asking for – even if you do.

Break off discussions by saying you need to talk with other people in your company. That
will give you time to work out what your next step should be.

9. Consider each price demand on its merit.

For the Price Chiseller, price negotiation is a competition… a sport. At times they will
throw in a few extra demands just to test you. If you cave in too easily and quickly, your
prospect’s perception of your product/service’s value may decrease. Their perception of
you and your company’s value may also suffer.

Next  time  you  negotiate  with  the  Price  Chiseller,  they  will  use  the  last  price  you  gave
them as the starting point and expect an even lower price.

10. Make the prospect work to get the price concession.

If  you  make  the  price  concession  personally  difficult  to  obtain,  the  Price  Chiseller  will
often stop demanding one.

For example, suppose you offered a 10% discount to any prospect who pays for the
whole year’s worth of supplies up-front, when they realise the amount of hassle they
would have to go through in order to get the okay, most prospects will drop their
demands.

11. Get the prospect to tell you what your competitors are doing.

To bolster their leverage, the Price Chiseller will often willingly provide you with your
competitors’ pricing details. Encourage them to provide you with more details… and take
note of them!
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A word of caution: Take this information with a grain of salt! Remember, this could be
part  of  the  Price  Chiseller’s  strategy  to  gain  a  price  concession  from  you.  That  said,
doesn’t it make sense to be fully informed about your competition and their offerings.

12. Take a Reality Check.

Usually the prospect will have the money to buy your product for the price you’re
asking… Also, in a competitive environment your price and those of other vendors are
likely to be reasonably close.

To succeed in selling, just remember: Prospect’s don’t buy products on price; they
buy products on value.

13. Show you’re not a discounter.

Use visual signs throughout your business, and particularly in your brochures, that let
prospects know that you’re not a discounter… Rather, you’re a deliverer of VALUE.

Winning Strategies To Close The Deal – Now!

Closing the sale with a Price Chiseller is like playing a game of poker. If you do offer a
price concession, you need know just how far to go – and no more – in order to gain the
sale.

1. If you intend to concede on price, make sure you close on it.

Before giving the Price Chiseller a concession, say: “If I can get to this price, will you
buy today?”

2. Make some concession other than price and close on it.

Asking questions of your prospect will often generate other concession options –
concessions that don’t involve price.

3. If you are NOT going to give concessions, be very sure of your competitive position.

Know exactly what other vendors can offer your prospect and why it’s unlikely s/he will
give them his business.

Saying NO can be a good strategy, especially if your prospect considers price
negotiations as a game to outsmart the seller. In this case, deflect the price demand with a
joke and move on. Say something like, “Come on <name>, you know we charge a fair
price.”

It’s  easier  to  say  NO to  smaller  accounts  than  it  is  to  larger  accounts  that  are  likely  to
have more leverage over you. However, if it’s your policy not to grant any concessions to
anyone, make this very clear to ALL prospects very early in the piece.
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2. The Prospect Who Won’t Take Your Calls

Scenario:

You’ve phoned a prospect a number of times in order to make an appointment to see
them but they’re either not taking calls or are not returning them. After a time you come
to the realisation this person isn’t interested in seeing you.

They probably have so many salespeople telephone for an appointment that if they agreed
to see everybody, they wouldn’t be able to get any work done.

Don’t give up. They’re sure to be meeting with SOME salespeople… perhaps some of
your competitors. But how can you get that appointment so that you can deliver your
killer presentation?

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Won’t Take Your Calls.

1. Taking the unreturned calls personally.

There could be any number of reasons the prospect doesn’t want to talk to you… It could
be your timing; perhaps it’s your approach. The idea is not to get upset. Just stop and
reassess the situation before trying to contact the prospect again.

2. Giving up after a few attempts.

A first-time sales call often requires a number of attempts to get an appointment.

3.  Being so persistent that you become a nuisance.

It’s a hard call to know just how hard to push it… and even the most experienced
salesperson is likely to overstep the mark from time to time. If you’re not getting any
results, try a different tack.

4. Becoming annoyed with a prospect who’s passed judgment on you.

Buyers are busy people and are probably under a great deal of pressure. It’s
understandable if they view you unfavourably for imposing on their time, but you
shouldn’t think negatively of them.

As a salesperson, your job is to sell to prospects. Any negative feelings you have towards
them will make the task much more difficult.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer The Prospect Who Won’t
Take Your Calls.

1. Put yourself in their shoes – Would you want to see you?
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The prospect may not want to see you because they’re satisfied with a competitor’s
product… or perhaps they’re unaware of how your product could benefit their company.

They probably already have your product information and price list. So now it’s time to
get beyond the basics! What benefits can you offer the prospect that they don’t already
get from your competitors?

2. Set out the benefits in a letter.

Once you’ve determined just what those benefits are, put them in a letter and mail it to
the  prospect.  An  advantage  a  letter  has  over  a  telephone  call  is  that  it  allows  the  busy
prospect to respond at a time that suits them - unlike a telephone call, which demands an
immediate response.

A letter also enables you to state your case more concisely. In the letter explain why you
want to meet with the prospect, suggest several times that are convenient for you to meet
with them… and then ask for an appointment.

3. Don’t leave messages if the prospect already has your name and number.

You’ve called the prospect several times and have left a message on each occasion. But
they still haven’t returned your call. Don’t bother leaving any more messages. Just give
the secretary your name and say that you will call back at some other time.

4. Build a relationship with the prospect’s secretary.

When you speak with the prospect’s secretary, ask for their name and try to get to know
them. Having them as your advocate can make it easier for you to get in to see the
prospect. They will also be able to tell you the best times to call.

When you do manage to get an appointment with the prospect, take the time to introduce
yourself to the secretary. If they helped you get the appointment, send a thank-you note.

5. Call outside of the usual work hours.

People in positions of responsibility typically start work earlier and leave later than the
standard 9-to-5 work day. The two best times to contact people by phone are 8.30am and
5.30pm. You can also usually avoid the gatekeepers by calling at these times.

6. Research the company.

Sometimes when you’re researching the company on the internet or at the local library
you’ll discover something that will give you an idea or edge in getting an appointment.
You may be able to provide the prospect with some information about their company that
they didn’t know about.  Hey, if you haven’t got there email address, you’ll probably find
it on their website – then you can communicate directly with them.

7. Send some information that may be of interest to the prospect.
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You might find an interesting article about the prospect’s company, its products, the
prospect’s profession, hobbies, etc. Cut it out and mail it to them. It will help to develop a
more  personal  relationship  with  the  prospect  …  and  give  you  an  excuse  to  ring  to  see
whether they have received it.

8. Become the buyer’s consultant.

Position yourself as a buyer’s consultant to the prospect, rather than as a salesperson. It
will  make  it  easier  to  get  an  appointment  with  them.  You  need  to  be  seen  as  someone
who really knows the product/service, its uses and the industry… and can help the
prospect through the buying process.

9. Be creative in your appointment-seeking approach.

Doing something creative has a unique appeal to the prospect. It will make you stand out
from the rest of the crowd.

10. Review your selling approach.

Is this the right person to call?

You may not be getting through because this isn’t the person who is in a position to buy
your product/service at this company.

Is this the right time to be calling the prospect?

If you’re selling high-value capital goods, the best time to call on your prospect may be
when the company is formulating its next year’s budget.

Am I selling something the prospect wants to buy?

Look beyond the physical attributes of your product/service to see whether it can satisfy
the emotional needs of the prospect.

11. Phone and say, “I’ll be passing your office. May I come in to see you?”

If you make it clear you’re in the area at a specific time and that it’s no trouble stopping
by, the prospect will sometimes make time to see you.

12. Talk to others in the prospect’s organisation.

If you meet someone from the prospect’s organisation, casually talk about what your
products/services. This person may be able to provide you with an insight or tips on how
to sell to the prospect.

13. Appeal to the prospect’s higher motives.

As part  of  their  job,  buyers  need  to  know what  product/service  options  are  available…
and any new developments. Remind the prospect of this when you’re trying to get an
appointment by saying, “It’s important for you to keep up to date with the development of
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the products (services) I’m selling and to know what kind of opportunities we are offering
you.”

14. Meet with prospects outside of work.

If you meet prospects in a non-sales environment, you’ll have a better chance of getting
your foot in the door to see them. For example, if you’re at a trade show that the prospect
will also be attending, ask the organisers where the prospect is staying and organise to
stay at the same hotel.

15. Drop off something personal at the prospect’s office.

If it’s around Christmas, tell the prospect’s secretary that you’ll be stopping by to drop
off a corporate present. While you are there, you can build a rapport with the secretary
and gain an understanding about the business.

16. Take a break from calling.

If you’re getting nowhere with the prospect, stop calling for a while. When you call again
after a couple of months you may find your luck’s changed.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Propose a specific time for an appointment.

Suppose you do get to talk to the prospect. You’ll have greater success in getting an
appointment if you propose a specific time to meet. For example,

“I’ll be in your area next week – on Wednesday. Can I see you at 11.00am?”

If you’re arranging for an appointment through the prospect’s secretary, it’s best to
provide several options.

“Can I meet next week, Thursday at 10am or the week after that, Monday at
11am?

By suggesting a specific time to meet you’ll be focusing the prospect’s attention on that
time, rather than whether they should meet with you at all. You’re setting the agenda.

2. Promise the prospect a benefit from the appointment.

When asking for an appointment, include a commitment that you will make it worthwhile
for  them  to  listen  to  your  proposal.  For  example,  say, “I will show you a way to save
money” or “I will show you a way to increase the efficiency of your operation.”

3. Show respect for the prospect’s time.

Tell the prospect that your presentation will take no more than 15 minutes. As you’re
about  to  begin  your  presentation,  take  off  your  watch,  place  it  on  the  table  and  tell  the
prospect that you will stop after 10 minutes.
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Usually, once you’re in the prospect’s office, they’ll give you more time than you have
asked for – as long as your proposal is compelling and you’ve sold the prospect on its
benefits.

4. Do something to get yourself invited back.

You’ve had the opportunity to give your presentation. But what about next time? Before
you leave the meeting, make sure you come up with something that will get you invited
back again.

You might say you’ll be dropping off some additional information… or something
personal about an interest you both share.

3. The Prospect Who Gets Angry Over Mistakes

Scenario:

It’s not a perfect world. Mistakes happen, problems occur… and most prospects
understand this.

But there are some who take advantage of these situations and play hardball to extract as
much as they can from you. They will often go to extraordinary lengths to make the error
look more damaging than it is.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Gets Angry Over
Mistakes.

1. Not using the mistake to your advantage.

Consider all problems as opportunities. Immediately, everyone involved is giving the
relationship their full attention. In explaining what damage the mistake has caused, the
prospect often shares more information than they normally would about how their
company operates.

2. Not giving the problem the highest priority.

The quicker you can resolve the problem, the sooner you can begin repairing the
relationship with the prospect.

3. Becoming defensive and blaming others.

While blaming someone else for the mistake may take the heat off you personally, it still
reflects badly on your company. The prospect is not really concerned about who made
the mistake. They just want the situation fixed.
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The best approach to take is to tell the prospect in a non-judgemental manner why the
problem has occurred… and why it will not happen again.

4.  Asking your superior to handle it.

By taking full personal responsibility to resolve any problems as they come up, the
prospect will come to view you as a highly valued resource and someone who can get
things done.

Try  to  be  the  only  person  from your  company that  your  prospect  needs  to  talk  with  to
resolve problems.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Gets
Angry Over Mistakes.

If you are having trouble calming the prospect down, try one of these strategies:

Contact the prospect as soon as possible.

Say, “You’re right.”
Ask them for specific details of the problem.

Make a personal commitment to deal with the issue.
Ask them how they would like to see the problem resolved. Use these magic
words “What must I do to resolve the matter to your absolute satisfaction”?

Now that you have the prospect calmed down, here’s what you do:

1. Get the prospect to talk it out.

An angry prospect can give you a lot of information is a short space of time. Listen for
the substance of the complaint.

Ask questions and encourage your prospect to give you more details. While actively
listening to your prospect determine:

What kinds of concessions they might be expecting
What kinds of concessions they might find valuable

How much their company values your products
How much value they put on their relationship with you

How angry they are

2. Find the concession that the prospect values highly.

Come up with a concession that has more perceived value for your prospect than it does
cash value for your company.
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For example:

Let the prospect try a product they’ve not used before.
Give a concession that is spread out over time to encourage future sales on a
regular basis.
Give the prospect a concession for ordering high volumes of your products.

Give an introductory concession that helps prospect acceptance of your
company’s new product.

Give a concession that has special meaning for the prospect personally.

3. Sell the valued concession.

The idea of a concession with a highly perceived value is that it will build more future
business between you and the prospect.

To sell the concession package you may need to help the prospect understand the value of
what they have received.

4. Ask what the prospect wants.

Some prospects know exactly what they want and they are not hesitant in coming forward
to tell you. If the request is reasonable and you’re able to grant it, you can overcome the
problem very quickly. However, if the request is unacceptable, you may have just added
to the difficulty of resolving the problem satisfactorily.

5. Give the problem your full attention until it is resolved.

Keep in constant contact with the prospect even if you don’t have a great deal to say until
the problem is overcome.

6. Take full responsibility for dealing with the issue.

Make sure you are the key person the prospect talks with in arriving at a solution.

7. Be pro-active in finding solutions to problems before they occur.

It is better the prospect finds out about a problem from you than to find it for themselves.
Being pro-active sends a message you’re taking charge and seeking a solution. It will
inspire confidence that you’re on top of the situation.

8. Write a letter.

If the situation is complex, document the problem and send a copy to the prospect.

9. You’ve done everything you can, but your prospect’s still angry.
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You’ve listened attentively to your prospect, you’ve offered concessions, but they’re still
not happy. You need to do more!

Here are some thoughts:

Make it up to the prospect in a personal way by sending a gift that has personal
meaning or by entertaining them.
Offer an extra concession… but make it understood that this is above and beyond
what is normally done in this situation.

Have someone else in your organisation for whom the prospect has tremendous
respect give them a call and offer apologies.

If the mistake could reflect on the career of the prospect, offer to speak to those
higher up in their organisation.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Use the ‘post-problem’ period to increase sales.

If you can resolve the problem so that everybody is left feeling happy, the relationship is
often strengthened. Use this period of good will and bonding to talk about increasing
business.

2. Use what you have learned to help you upsell.

During the process of working through the problem, you would have gotten to know your
prospect and their business a lot better.  Use this extra knowledge you’ve gained to
develop a new proposal that will help provide further solutions for the prospect needs.

4. The Prospect Who Lies To You

Scenario:

It looks as though your prospect has deliberately lied to you. What can you do? Confront
him  about  it?  No!  Your  best  course  of  action  is  to  continue  with  the  relationship  and
subtly dig for further information.

But first, you need to ask yourself these questions:

Have things changed between now and the last conversation I had with the prospect?

Did I really understand what the prospect told me?

Sometimes it can be just a misunderstanding that can be easily cleared up.
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If not, you might consider which of these four likely situations where the prospect
appears to be lying apply to you:

a) There’s been a misunderstanding as a result of insufficient communication.

b) Your prospect is no longer part of the decision-making process.
c) Your input is no longer part of the decision-making process and the prospect

doesn’t want to (or has neglected) to tell you.
d) Your prospect is disorganised and doesn’t want to admit it.

Sometimes, though, you’ll come across prospects who’ll regularly lie to you.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Lies To You.

1. Accusing the prospect of lying.

Taking this tact could seriously damage or even destroy your relationship with your
prospect. Don’t even think about doing it!

2. Causing your prospect to become defensive.

If there’s been a misunderstanding and you’ve made a big deal out of it, you could come
out of it looking very stupid – and lose a customer to boot!

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Lies To
You.

1. Look for ways of having the prospect become more reliant on you.

If you are regularly being given inadequate or misleading information by the prospect, it
could be their way of subtly sending you a message that what you offer is of little value
to them. They may tell a few white lies to save time or get you off the phone or out the
door as quickly as possible.

When  calling  on  the  prospect,  look  at  ways  of  developing  a  stronger  relationship  with
them (and make them more dependant on you) without actually trying to sell them
anything.

2. Don’t hold a grudge.

The prospect may not share as much information with you as you would like, but be
assured, there will be other salespeople that they do keep in the loop. If you want to
become one of these, you’ll need to consciously forgive them… and then move on.

3. Clear the air.
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It’s essential to clear the air if you’re going to develop the relationship with the prospect
further. There are several approaches you could try, depending on the strength of your
relationship with the prospect:

Ask for clarification.
Explain to the prospect that there has been a misunderstanding and you want to hear their
side of the story. Tell them what you thought they had said and then ask them what they
thought actually happened. Once you’ve asked for the explanation, remain silent. Let
them do all the talking.

Talk about your embarrassment.
If you have a strong relationship with the prospect you may be able to use this to your
advantage by making them feel just a touch guilty. Explain how you had told your staff
of the prospect’s promise and when the order didn’t come through, you’d suffered
embarrassment and loss of face.

Without placing the blame on the prospect, end discussion of the issue by saying, “I hope
this situation never happens again.”

But what can you do if none of these strategies work and the prospect appears to continue
to misrepresent things? Here are some further suggestions:

4. Use your notes to defend yourself.

If the prospect agrees to a certain plan of action by a specific date, send them an email or
a note thanking them for the commitment and mention the deadline date. The thank-you
note will formally document the agreement. At the very least, make sure the prospect is
aware that you are documenting all transactions and conversations.

5. Use a journal to keep track of commitments.

With so many prospects, you won’t be able to remember exactly what each one said to
you. Use a journal to take extensive notes of conversations you have with them,
particularly those prospects who regularly misrepresent things.

If you cite back to prospects specific dates, numbers and comments that they made, very
often you can jog their memory.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

Your objective is to ensure that prospects who have “lied” to you won’t distort the truth
in future dealings with you.

1. Work together to make sure the same thing won’t happen next time.

A misunderstanding occurred, you had a discussion and you’ve cleared things up. But
that  shouldn’t  be  the  end  of  the  conversation.  You  need  to  get  an  agreement  from  the
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prospect that you’ll both work together to prevent this situation from happening in the
future.

2. Ask for a warning phone call.

Say to the prospect that  you would appreciate the courtesy of a phone call  should your
proposal hit a snag as it passes through the company’s vetting process. It will allow you
time to come up with an alternative proposal

3. Ask for a committed relationship.

Tell your prospect that you need regular feedback for you to continue to provide
exceptional service. Explain that in order for the relationship to be successful and
beneficial to both parties it needs to be based on mutual self-interest and trust.

5. The Prospect Who Is An Egomaniac Know-It-All

Scenario

Your prospect is brilliant, knowledgeable and confident. They know more about your
product than you will ever know … and they constantly remind you of this fact during the
meeting.

They will use their knowledge and intellect to deflect any persuasive arguments you
present. The goal: You need to get them to listen to you … and you can do this by
pandering to their ego.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Is An Egomaniac Know-
It-All.

1. Not preparing sufficiently.

Know-it-alls are impressed with information, so you’ll need to do some extra homework
to have an in-depth knowledge of what their business is about before you meet with them.

2. Acting like a salesperson.

These kinds of prospects often consider themselves to be too smart to sit through a sales
presentation.

3. Being intimidated by the prospect’s knowledge.

Your job is to motivate the prospect towards a sale, not to match their intellect.

4. Trying to compete with the prospect’s expertise.
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Somehow you have to be persuasive while at the same time stroking the prospect’s ego
by letting them be the expert.

5. Getting into a argument.

Know-it-alls have strong opinions and like to express themselves openly and frequently.
Listen carefully for any criticisms of your product/services and respond in a non-
confrontational way.

6. Not working out that the prospect is a know-it-all before the close.

Here are some clues to suss out an egomaniac:

They love to talk about themselves.

They often have “me” kinds of things on the walls, such as pictures of themselves,
company memorabilia or items about themselves.

They often have unusual office desks or other trapping of excess.

7. Using a trial close.

Generally, asking for the order early in the selling process is a good way to flushing out
prospect objections so that you can deal with them more quickly.

But this technique often doesn’t work as well with a know-it-all. You see, once they tell
you no, it’s  very difficult  later to get them to say yes.  Therefore,  don’t  attempt to close
until you’ve made all the persuasive points you want to make.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Is An
Egomaniac Know-It-All.

1. Show you’re impressed by your prospect’s knowledge.

Know-it-alls love to demonstrate their expertise and command admiration. Flatter them.

2. Ask your prospect, “How should I sell you?”

Know-it-alls will often find this question flattering because they’re not just telling you
how they buy the kinds of products you sell, but they think they’re telling you how
everybody should be buying your products.

3. Use questions to lead the prospect through to the selling point.

Use your prospect’s answers to your questions to frame the next questions.

4. Establish common ground on a personal level.

Do something personal for your prospect. Find out what their personal interests are.
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5. Give the prospect a five-idea presentation.

Instead of trying to sell the prospect with information, sell them with ideas. Brainstorm
with people in your company to come up with five truly original ideas with will give your
presentation real impact.

6. Get the prospect to reveal other selling opportunities.

Encourage the prospect to change their thinking about a particular issue by asking them
to talk about the subject they know best – their area of expertise.

While they’re talking, you will be doing three things:

Actively listening for selling opportunities.

Actively listening for statements that you can paraphrase back to the prospect in
order to move the conversation towards revealing other selling opportunities.  It’s
called ‘mirroring’ and the ego driven person will be very impressed when you use
language (verbal or  body) that they use.

Moving  the  conversation  through  the  use  of  questions  to  a  point  where  the
prospect is ready to buy from you.

7. Send long follow-up letters.

A well-written follow-up letter that goes into a lot of detail often gets more attention than
a personal call.

8. Make a joint call on the prospect with a company expert.

You can often score big points with a know-it-all prospect if you’re accompanied on your
sales call by an engineer or a product expert from your office.

9.  Provide additional information that will increase your prospect’s knowledge and
expertise.

If  the  level  of  detail  required  by  your  prospect  is  beyond  you,  admit  to  it  and  say  that
their expertise is far greater than most prospects you meet. Take out your notepad and ask
them to tell you everything about why they’re not buying your product.

Then go back to your office and review your notes with your company’s experts before
arranging a second appointment with the prospect. Tell them you’re going to respond in
detail to every point they made. You might consider taking your company’s expert along
with you on the call.

10. Provide the prospect with some company information they did not know.

Scour industry magazines, journals and the internet for obscure bits of information about
your prospect’s company and industry. Use this information to catch the prospect’s
attention. It will give you credibility and the prospect will actually listen to you.
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11. Have the prospect critique your next presentation.

Ask the prospect for their feedback on your new presentation. While they’re helping you
improve your presentation, they will also be absorbing your point of view.

12. Involve the prospect in your company’s special project.

Ask whether the know-it-all prospect will help your company develop new product ideas,
new packaging, a new dealer incentive scheme, a survey of customers using your
product…   You  can  often  fascinate  them  with  a  challenge  that  allows  them  to
demonstrate the value of your product and their depth of knowledge!

13. Have the prospect think it was their idea to buy from you.

You can achieve this by:

Mentioning the buying idea in passing. For example, say:
“Some of my customers are buying in lots of six to save money on the freight.”

Mentioning  the  idea  several  times  in  different  ways  until  you  get  a  positive
reaction from them.

Adapting the proposal slightly so that it fits the prospect’s situation.
Promoting the modified proposal as a whole new idea and give the prospect full
credit for it.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Have your prospect consider a different point of view.

Leave  your  proposal  with  the  prospect  and  ask  them how they  would  present  it… then
come back in a week’s time. They may modify it or change it around completely… but,
be assured, they will have adapted it as their own idea.

2. Have the prospect close themselves.

You ask the prospect leading questions, the answers of which will logically leads the
prospect towards the close.

3. Let the prospect take control and be the expert.

Know-it-alls have an emotional need to feel intellectually superior, so acknowledge their
expertise… and then ask for the order. But you’ll need to get your prospect out of their
intellectual realm and back to reality of whether or not they will buy your product.

4. Become the prospect’s friend and ask for the order.

Know-it-alls are often extremely arrogant and therefore have few friends. So they
welcome your company. Use it to close the deal.
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6. The Prospect Who Doesn’t Have Buying Authority

Scenario:

As a salesperson, you will often be in contact with prospects who have no direct buying
authority. They are information gatherers who pass on product/service details to the
REAL DECISION-MAKERS – those people who don’t have the time to meet with all the
salespeople who call on their company.

While the prospect may be an information gatherer, don’t underestimate their importance
for the success of your sales proposal. They can torpedo your efforts or they can become
an advocate for you with the “real buyers” within the company.

As these people are insiders, their perspective and advice can often help you shape and
sharpen your sales proposal so that it hits the mark with the company’s decision-makers.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Doesn’t Have Buying
Authority.

1. Assuming all prospects you meet have buying authority.

Even if you ask the prospect directly whether they have the authority to make a purchase
decision, many don’t like to admit they don’t, so the answer is likely to be “Yes.”

2. Diminishing the prospect role as an important gatekeeper.

The gatekeeper’s job is to listen to all sales pitches and choose those few proposals or
ideas worthy of further consideration by the decision-makers. If you try to by-pass the
gatekeeper and contact the decision-maker directly you will probably be viewed as a
nuisance by them.

3. Not thinking through the consequences of going over the head of the prospect-
gatekeeper.

Before you consider taking this action, ask yourself the following questions:

Do I really have something to say to the decision-maker that will make a difference?

Will the by-passed prospect be offended?
This person may not have helped you make a sale this time, but what about tomorrow?

What’s the worst thing that could happen… and what are the potential benefits of taking
this action?

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Doesn’t
Have Buying Authority.

1. Encourage the prospect to admit that he’s not the decision-maker.
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Once you have the prospect admit that they don’t have buying authority, you can shift
your attention from selling to this person directly to enlisting the help of the prospect to
sell to the real decision-maker.

2. Drawing out the truth.

There are a number of approaches you can use to find whether the prospect has buying
authority:

Ask for the order.
If the prospect can’t give you a decision, ask who you need to speak to, to get one.

Ask how buying decisions were made last year.

If the prospect wasn’t involved in last year’s decisions, they may not be involved in this
year’s discussions either.

Ask about budgets.

If the prospect tells you they’re not involved in formulating budgets, they may not be part
of the decision-making process.

Ask the prospect whether anyone else needs to see the information you’ve
presented.

If  there  is,  tell  the  prospect  you  would  like  to  mail  a  copy  of  the  presentation  to  this
person … and then ask for their name.

Ask other people who have knowledge of the company how decisions are made.

Go with your gut feeling about the prospect’s authority.

3. Teach the prospect how to sell your proposal to the decision-maker.

If the prospect is sold on your product/service, but doesn’t have the authority to make the
purchase decision, coach them on how to sell it to their company. Provide them with all
the necessary information to back up their selling efforts for you.

4. Arrange for a joint call with the decision-maker.

Suggest to the prospect that by arranging a joint meeting with the decision-maker, you
will  be  able  to  share  their  responsibility  of  delivering  the  information  contained  in  the
proposal.

5. Anticipate the information that the decision-maker may want to see.

You may have access to information or an important study that would be of interest to
your prospect’s boss. Don’t give it to the gatekeeper. Instead, use it to sell the idea of a
meeting with the decision-maker
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Position yourself as being able to bring some additional value to the presentation of the
report and describe how you believe it will offer an insight that your prospect’s boss will
appreciate

6. Come up with a Big Idea that demands the Real decision-maker’s attention.

Brainstorm with other people in your company to see whether there is something unique
and awe-inspiring that can be developed that will benefit your prospect’s company.

7. Put your proposal down on paper.

The prospect-gatekeeper’s role is to channel information. To make your message more
powerful and be delivered in exactly the way you intend, put it on paper. The prospect
can then pass it on to the decision-maker. But make sure the material is able to sell your
product/service to the decision-maker without you – it may have to!

8. As a last resort, go over the prospect’s head.

This is a risky strategy and you should carefully weigh the pros and cons before you do it.

Here are some effective ways to minimise the risk:

Gain the prospect’s co-operation.
You might say, “Look, I know you don’t have the authority to buy what I’m selling. Is it
possible that you can get me an appointment with your boss so that the three of us can
then decide what to do?”

Have your boss make the contact with the decision-maker.

Wait for the prospect to take their holidays or have a sick day off before making
contact with the decision-maker.

Have at hand some small detail that needs to be handled while the prospect is away.
Generally, the prospect’s boss will handle these types of calls and you can use this
opportunity to establish rapport with them that you can exploit at a later date.

If you find that the prospect is blocking your proposal, you might try the direct
approach with them. Say, “Look, I hear what you say. I hope you won’t be
offended, but I feel that I have to take this matter up with someone else.”

This direct and honest approach is likely to work only when you already have a
relationship with your prospect’s boss.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

Understand this: Your prospect’s role as a gatekeeper was created for a purpose – to keep
the people who make buying decisions from wasting too much of their time meeting with
salespeople.
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To effectively sell in this type of situation:

1. Put all of your sales proposals in writing.

Send multiple copies of your sales proposal to the prospect before you call on him. This
will  make  it  easier  for  them  to  review  it  and  leave  a  copy  with  others  involved  in  the
buying process.

2. Be aware that confirmation of the order may take time.

Always ask the prospect:

“When is the decision likely to be made?”
“Who will you be meeting with?”

“ When will you be meeting with these people?”
“When do you think you will have some feedback on how the proposal is being
received?”

7. The Prospect Who Complains About Everything

Scenario:

With this prospect, no matter what you do… no matter how helpful and pleasant you are -
nothing seems good enough. They will nit-pick any point you make. Everything has a
negative side.

After a while you dread calling on this person.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Complains About Everything

1. Agreeing with the complainer about your products and company.

It can be tempting to agree with the complainer in order to make him feel you’re on his
side and, thus, get closer to closing the sale. Resist!!! If you don’t, you’ll only confirm
their negative perspective of your products and company.

2. Thinking that these complaints are real.

Complaining is often a strategy used by prospects to put you on the defensive in order to
get you to lower your price or give up some kind of concession. Don’t fall for it! Think of
this kind of complaining more as a negotiating tactic rather than real complaining.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who
Complains About Everything.

1. Separate legitimate complaints from the negotiating strategy.
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Here are several ways you can determine the prospect’s real complaints from gratuitous
complaints:

Simply ask the prospect whether they are real complaints.
“Thank you for bringing that to my attention. Did you raise it because it’s important to
you or is it something you’re making me aware of for my benefit?”

Ask the prospect to put complaints in writing.
It’s easy to chew out the salesperson; it’s much harder to sit down and write a letter to the
salesperson’s boss.

Ask  the  prospect  whether  they  would  buy  immediately  if  the  complaint  was
resolved.

If they say “Yes”, then you probably need to deal with it right away. If they’re less
decisive, it’s more likely a gratuitous complaint.

2. Jokingly turn the complaint back on the prospect.

Often for these types of prospects, complaints are just a matter of a personal negotiating
style. If you can turn the complaint back on them in a humorous manner, you can often
earn their respect.

Take care though. You will need to know your prospect very well before you try this…
otherwise it could backfire on you in a spectacular manner.

3. Consider changing your relationship with the prospect.

If your negotiating style has been very low-key and relaxed, try taking a more assertive
approach. Some complainers see the casual negotiating style as a weakness and will
bombard you with complaints just to test you.

4. Play down the importance of the complaint.

If the complaint is legitimate, you can minimise your product’s failings by saying
something like this: “Yes, my product may be a bit larger and bulkier than those of my
competitors, but how important is this in your day-to-day use?”

5. Ignore the complaint and do something extra.

Don’t let the complaints get under your skin. Do something friendly and personal, and
you’ll often find that the complaints will stop.

6. Consider whether the prospect is still annoyed about something else.
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If a good prospect suddenly becomes a complainer, it may be because of a previous
problem. Even though you’ve fixed it, the prospect’s anger and resentment can
sometimes remain for months.

7. Get the prospect to divulge information about your competitors.

These types of prospects can be a great information resource, particularly if you can get
them on to the subject of your competition. You will get an idea of your competitors’
weaknesses from a customer’s point of view.

Also try to get the complaining prospect to talk about his co-workers and superiors. It
could provide a valuable insight into the politics of buying within the organisation and
what benefits are most highly valued.

8. Is the prospect just a telephone complainer?

Using the telephone is less personal, therefore less confrontational, so it’s easier to make
complaints over the phone. When dealing with this type of person, do your most
important selling face-to-face.

9. The continual complaining is beginning to get to you.

When the complaints are ongoing and you’ve been unable to resolve them, try these
strategies:

Acknowledge the prospect’s complaints but tell them they are putting you in a
difficult position.
Ask the prospect not to involve you personally in the complaint resolution
discussions they may be having with your company.
As a last resort, when the complaints become too repetitive, paraphrase them back
to prospect, and say you’ve heard them before.

10. Sometimes you may have to say:

“Sorry, your expectations are greater than we can deliver.”

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

Surprisingly, complainers are often very easy to close. They don’t have a problem
expressing their objections, and if you consider their complaints as objections, you can
use them to close the sale.

1. Say, “I understand your concerns, and if it was resolved, would you buy now?”

Resolve the complaint… and then close the sale.

2. Get the prospect to focus on your competitors’ weaknesses for a while.
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Then ask for an order for your product.

3. Sort out any real objections the prospect has and tackle them head on.

You might also bring up other possible objections that the complainer has not yet raised
and provide a solution for them. Then ask for the order!

8. The Prospect Who Says They Don’t Have The Money In The Budget

Scenario:

This type of prospect is very up-front early in the sales process about saying that they
don’t have any money to buy what you are selling. This is not necessarily the case… but
finding ways to overcome this excuse is not easy.

To sell to this prospect, you first have to find out whether or not they do have any money.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Says They Don’t Have
The Money In The Budget.

1. Taking the prospect’s “no money” at face value.

By saying they have no money, most prospects are really expressing other objections. So,
start asking questions to find out what these might be.

Here are some questions you might ask:

“Do you currently buy this type of product from someone else?”

If your prospect says, “Yes”, then the objection is not about money not being allocated to
the purchase of the product/service but that it hasn’t been allocated to your
product/service.

“What do I have to do to get you to give my product/service a try?”
If  the  prospects  response  is  about  working  out  a  better  pricing  structure,  again  the
objection has less to with budget restraints and more about coming up with the right deal.

“How do you see my product/service fitting into the future of your business?” or
“Are you planning to buy this kind of product/service in the future?”

If the prospect isn’t planning to purchase your product/service in the future, then they
may need to be re-sold on their benefits. Ask further questions to find out whether your
product/service can provide a solution for the prospect’s needs.

Finally, ask yourself whether this company can afford what you’re selling. Sometimes
when they say they have no money, they really mean it.

2. Offering a rate concession.
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Is the “no-money” objection more about price or more about timing? If it’s about not
being able to afford what you’re selling, you might consider a price reduction. However,
if  it’s  more  about  timing,  and  you  offer  a  rate  concession,  the  prospect  may  expect  it
every time they do business with you.

3. Trying a prestige sell.

Often  prospects  will  want  to  buy  the  best  of  the  best… but  if  this  prospect  is  one  who
really watches every cent, the prestige sell can be a big turn-off. S/he will only want the
basic, no-frills product/service.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Says
They don’t Have The Money In The Budget.

1. Position your product/service as providing a financial benefit.

Even though your product/service may not be the cheapest, it could have other unique
features that can provide your prospect with a financial gain, such as:

doing something faster.

being of better quality and lasting longer.
being adaptable to evolving technologies.

providing a new revenue source.

In short, the extra money buys extra, extra VALUE.

2. Ask for a trial.

Even though the  next  budget  won’t  be  set  for  another  six  months,  ask  if  there  is  some
surplus money available for a trial of your product.

3. Offer a money-back guarantee.

If the prospect is still hesitant about buying your product because they’re not completely
sold on it, offering a money-back guarantee may just tip the scales in your favour.

4. Find out the best time to put forward your proposal.

If part of the objection is really about timing, then find out what would be the best time to
present your proposal. Ask the prospect when they will know what next year’s budget
will be.

5. Help your prospect come up with a budget allocation.

Once you have convinced the prospect about the value of your product, you may be in a
position to help them find the money.
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Take a consultative approach. Get to know your prospect’s business inside and out,
develop a rapport and trust with your prospect so they come to rely on you… or at least
consider your input valuable.

Once you’ve established this, you can ask, “Can the budget for my product/service type
be increased?” Provide the prospect with any information that will help them obtain an
increased budget allocation.

Towards the end of the year, you might ask is there any unspent money available to buy
your product. You might also consider offering a delayed payment option.

6. Know the mind-set of the prospect who watches every cent.

This type of prospect is usually more interested in the bottom line than in developing a
relationship. So, with them, get to the point quickly.

Generally, it is much easier to sell to these types of prospects if your product/service can
SAVE them money. It is harder to sell them on products/services that can MAKE them
money. If possible, give them a demonstration of your product/service in action.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Put the benefits of your product/service in monetary terms.

That means demonstrating how your product/service will either:

a) save your prospect money, or
b) how your product will make your prospect more money.

2. Put the numbers in writing.

Write up your proposal showing the prospect in real terms how much your product will
influence the bottom line.

Say, “This is exactly what buying my product will cost,” and “This is the financial
benefit.” Then, ask for the order.

9. The Prospect Who Is Abrasive

Scenario:

Some organisations intentionally hire abrasive people as buyers in order to have them
squeeze every little concession out of salespeople. In other organisations, these types of
people are put in buying positions because no one in the company is able to deal with
them for any length of time.
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Whatever the reason, salespeople generally have a hard time dealing with abrasive
prospects.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Is Abrasive.

1.Becoming defensive and not returning to selling.

Abrasive prospects often are able to take control of the sales negotiations through the
force of their personality. You will find yourself continually granting concessions without
actually doing any selling.

You need to defuse their verbal attacks and get back to the selling dialogue.

2. Assuming that your prospect is the only abrasive person at the company.

Often the person who aggressively demands that you give them more concessions is
under pressure themselves from their company’s management.

3. Falling for the “you and me against your management” game.

An abrasive prospect sometimes may try to befriend you and attempt to turn you against
your company’s management in order to get a concession. It may be flattering to be taken
into the prospect’s confidence, but it’s not likely to gain you extra sales.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Is
Abrasive.

1. Affect pain at being squeezed.

Often, what most abrasive prospects want, even more than concessions, is the appearance
that they’ve pushed you as far as possible in order to gain the best possible deal for the
company.

 Play along with it. Become emotional. Complain about how tough they are on you.

2. Humour the prospect.

By making light of the prospect’s abrasive behaviour and demands, it’s possible to defuse
the situation. Cajoling is also a good way to test out how serious the demand is.

3. Counter the pressure tactics.

Here are several pressure defusing techniques:

Get the prospect involved in problem solving by asking them:

a) “If everything went your way, what would be the outcome?”
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b) “How would you like to see issues with this proposal
resolved?”

c) “What do we have to make this sale happen?”

Interrupt the verbal attack with a question, such as:
“I understand what you’re saying; that’s very interesting. Now, let me ask you a question
that relates to…”

That enables you to gain control of the selling dialogue again.

Develop a closer personal relationship with the prospect.
If there is a point of disagreement you cannot resolve, have your boss or partner
be  the  “bad  guy”.  Tell  the  prospect  that  they  are  welcome  to  call  your  boss  or
send a letter. They rarely do.

If the prospect says something particularly nasty, ask them if they really meant
what they said. You may be told you’re being overly sensitive, but you will have
sent a message to them that they’ve overstepped the mark.
If  you  are  being  pushed  hard  for  a  concession,  stall  them.  Say  that  you  need  to
talk with your boss. Next day, when you get back to them, the pressure is usually
off.

4. Separate behaviour designed to put you on the defensive and real objections.

Use humour to separate real objections from the pressure tactics being applied by the
prospect… or just minimise the behaviour and move on. If the prospect brings up the
objection again, you know that it’s important and needs to be dealt with

5. Draw a line in the sand.

Be firm and matter-of-fact about setting a boundary that the prospect is not to cross. If
you think you might lose the business because of it, you might mention that a concession
may be given at some time in the future.

6. Choose your time to get in your selling points.

Most abrasive prospects’ abrasive behaviour comes in waves, so when they’re calm try to
get in as many selling points as quickly as possible.

7. Understand what the prospect wants.

Very often abrasive prospects don’t know how to articulate their needs, but they are very
good at punishing suppliers until they come up with something that’s acceptable to them.

If you’re able to discover what really satisfies them on a personal level, the abrasiveness
often disappears.
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8. Consider whether the prospect is being pressured.

Most abrasive prospects are being bullied themselves, so if you able to develop some
kind of rapport with your prospect’s boss, the bullying often stops.

9. Evaluate the prospect’s threats.

Step back from the selling process and ask yourself just how seriously the prospect’s
threat is that they will take their business elsewhere.

10. Plan your sales effort so that the abrasive prospect’s business is less important to
you.

When the abrasive prospect’s business becomes less important to you, your hand will be
strengthened.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Play the emotional card.

If you raise your voice or seem stressed, the abrasive prospect will believe they’ve got all
the concessions they can get out of you.

2. Sell the prospect on the idea that you’ve given them the best deal possible.

Explain point by point how they’ve squeezed the last drop of blood out of you and that
they’ve got a better deal than just about everybody else… then ask for the order.

10. The Prospect Who Is Indecisive

Scenario:

For this type of prospect, decision-making can be scary and stressful.

If you encounter a prospect who is indecisive, scared, too busy to make a decision… it’s
your job to help them resolve the situation and make it easier for them to buy your
product/service.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Is Indecisive.

1. Not dealing with the prospect’s buying resistance.

Stop and evaluate. Before you can eliminate the prospect’s resistance you have to find
out why it exists. So start asking questions.

2. Not sorting out emotional objections.
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Respond to the prospect’s emotional insecurity which is preventing them from taking
decisive action by saying:

“Look, I understand your concerns, but thousands of prospects have bought this product
without problems. I’m sure it will be no different in your case.”

3. Losing patience with the prospect.

Selling to an indecisive prospect can be frustrating. You need to hold their hand, which
means that you often have to begin the negotiation process at a far more basic level than
you would normally.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Is
Indecisive.

1. Give your prospect a deadline to buy.

Tell  the prospect that  they can only get the concession (a discount,  an extra service,  an
extra upgrade, a sample of a new product) - if they purchase by a certain date.

2. Apply competitive pressure.

Tell your prospect that your product has limited availability, but that they can have right
of first refusal to buy it until a certain date.

3. Have the prospect agree to a regular order.

See if you can get the prospect to buy from you regularly at a certain time. This
eliminates the need for anyone to make a buying decision.

4. Deal with the prospect in person.

An indecisive prospect is usually an insecure prospect. Call on the prospect to gain
further information to address their insecurity. You will probably have to make more
persuasive presentation than you would normally.

5. Start asking for an order six months in advance.

Point out to the prospect the advantages of buying from you at different times of the year.
Ask them when they’re next likely to place an order.  Several  months out,  begin calling
the prospect to remind them that the time to buy your product/service is approaching.
This gives the indecisive prospect time to get used to the idea of buying.

6. Ask for large orders that require the involvement of other people.

Sometimes it’s easier to get a larger order from an indecisive buyer than it is to get a
smaller one. The reason: the prospect may need to seek the authority from others in the
organisation if purchases exceed a certain dollar value. The buying decision is then taken
out of the hands of the indecisive prospect.
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7. Consider whether the prospect is waiting for you to offer them a deal.

Some prospects use the appearance of being indecisive as leverage to get you to lower
your price.

8. Get the prospect to give a definitive answer by asking them directly whether the
answer really is no.

For  example:  “<Name>,  I’d  love  to  hear  ‘yes’,  I  can  live  with  ‘no’,  but  truly,  the  most
debilitating word in the English language is ‘maybe’.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Prepare, Prepare, Prepare… for one BIG CLOSE.

Anticipate any concession you might have to make. Think through every objection that
the  prospect’s  ever  expressed  and  whether  you  have  satisfied  it.  Then  do  the  close  in
person. Remind the prospect about every selling point you have ever made with them.

2. Ask, “Do you want a blue one or a green one?”

This is one of the oldest closing techniques going and it still works well with indecisive
customers. Instead of asking the prospect whether they want to buy or not, you pre-empt
the decision by asking them which one of the two or more varieties they want to buy.

3. Close with an “Obvious choice” presentation.

If your company is a market leader, you might like to try this closing strategy. Make a list
of reasons your prospect should buy your product. The list might include product quality,
company longevity, pricing, customer service, product history, specs and features, etc.

Then provide a side-by-side comparison of your product/service’s features and
characteristics and those of your competitors in each of the categories. Take your
prospect through the list line-by-line, pointing out how your product is the obvious choice
in each category.

At the end, ask for the order.

4. Make a personal commitment and then ask for the order.

Indecisive  prospects  often  need  to  feel  that  you  will  personally  back  them  up.  Make  a
personal commitment to them… and then ask for the order.

5. Use the soft close.

Build trust with the prospect. Point out that you’ve been very patient with them and have
helped them every step of the way. Then ask for the order.

6. Use the hard close.
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Some indecisive prospects almost need you to make the buying decision for them. Tell
them smart buyers are snapping up your product/service like crazy and there are bound to
be people who miss out. The prospects will almost feel relieved that the decision to buy
has been taken out of their hands.

7. Use your guarantee.

That’s right, the guarantee which reverses the risk is of great comfort to the indecisive
person.  Try:  “Come on <name>, say ‘yes’ after all, what have you got to lose with our
guarantee?”

11. The Prospect Who Is Indifferent

Scenario:

You’ve spent days preparing your presentation… you’re charged up with enthusiasm, but
when you’re delivering your presentation you note the look of boredom on your
prospect’s face.

Remember this: It is not so much how much enthusiasm you have, as how much
enthusiasm you can generate in your prospect towards you and your product that will
make the sale.

You need to be intuitive, flexible and responsible in order to get inside your prospect’s
head and present your product/service in a way that they can see it as something they can
get excited about.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Is Indifferent

1. Not customising the offer to your prospect.

Prospects soon become bored with canned presentations. Prospects have unique needs…
so address them!

2. Being inflexible in presenting your proposal.

Prospects have their own reasons for buying. You need to find out what they are.

3. Not having another strategy when the prospect doesn’t appear to be listening to your
presentation.

If it appears that your prospect is not listening to your presentation, you need to
immediately rethink your strategy.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Is
Indifferent.
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1. Prepare for a unique presentation.

Here are some ideas on preparing a customised prospect presentation.

Call your prospect beforehand and ask whether there is anything in particular that
they would like you to address.

Ask yourself, “Has this prospect heard all this before?”
Be creative and do something different.

Ask yourself, “Does this presentation address my prospect’s business needs?”

You need to present a mix of information about your product and their business.

2. Adjust your presenting style.

If you notice during your presentation that your prospect is starting to slip away, see if a
change in presentation style doesn’t make a difference. Some prospects are emotional and
buy from “friends”, while others buy on factual information and logic. What type of sell
is your prospect?

 Consider which of these presentation styles are best suited for your prospect:

more personal or more businesslike.

very enthusiastic or low key.
fast-pace or slower paced.

3. Ask whether the prospect would like to hear about something else.

This allows the prospect to tell you about some need you may not have covered in your
presentation.

4. Choose the right time.

If the prospect appears distracted, ask whether it would be better to give the presentation
at another time. You could leave some information with the prospect so they are better
informed before your next meeting.

5. Consider whether the prospect has hidden needs that require addressing.

Apart from your product/service’s obvious features, there is a whole range of intangibles,
such as perception, expectations, and beliefs, which can affect a sale. Prospects may buy
because of the stability of the company, friendship with the salesperson, better delivery
times, extra personal attention, a better price…

6. Gain time by asking a question to which you know the answer.
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If your prospect hasn’t refocused after you’ve tried the previous approaches, ask them a
question to which you already know the answer. While the prospect is answering, you’ll
have a minute or two to rethink your presentation strategy and try a new approach.

7. Ask yourself whether the prospect is the real decision-maker.

Sometime a prospect can appear to have only minimal interest in your product/service
because they’re only the information gatherer for the real decision-maker.

Try to get the person to acknowledge that they ARE an information gatherer by asking,
“What kind of information is your boss really interested in hearing about?”

People who are about to be promoted or leave the company can also appear indifferent.

8. Consider whether this is just the prospect’s character or a negotiating strategy.

Some prospects are just low-key… or may be intentionally poker faced during the sales
presentation in order to get a concession.

9. Call attention directly to the prospect’s behaviour.

Seriously:
“Marisa, I spent a lot of time working on this presentation but it doesn’t look as if it’s
really hitting the mark for you. Is this true?”

Humorously:

“Hey Marisa, am I boring you?”

With an apology:

“I’m sorry, I thought this was the kind of presentation you would find interesting…”

Then wait for the prospect to respond.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

For starters, get your prospect refocused on your presentation. Then hold their attention
long enough so that you can complete the presentation … and close.

Do this by:

1 Developing a more personal relationship with your prospect.
2 Being persistent.
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12. The Prospect Who Is Hard To Read

Scenario:

This kind of prospect gives you little feedback, so you don’t know how to direct your
presentation in order to meet their needs. They keep their facial expressions and emotions
under tight control so that you’re unable to work out what they are thinking.  They’d
make great poker players.

When you leave the meeting, you still have no idea whether you have sold them or not.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Is Hard To Read.

1. Trying to get the prospect involved by talking more.

If your prospect appears distracted, it might be possible to get them more involved in the
conversation by becoming more animated, talk more or talk louder. However, this tactic
can be counterproductive if your prospect is disinterested for a reason.

So stop, look and (especially) listen to your prospect’s responses before you move on.

2. Assuming that you’ve sold your prospect because there’s been no negative feedback.

A prospect who raises no objection often does have their mind on the selling dialogue.

3. Feeling uncomfortable.

Often, clamming up is part of the prospect’s buying strategy to make you feel
uncomfortable.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Is Hard
To Read.

1. Ask an opened-ended question and then listen.

If your prospect is not talking, sometimes your silence helps get them to talk. The
ensuing silence will often make the prospect feel uncomfortable.
Then ask open-ended questions where the prospect has an opportunity to respond in
depth.

2. Begin your call with questions.

To prevent your prospect clamming up, prepare a question and answer session at the
beginning of the call in order to get the prospect to do more of the talking. The first
question you might ask, “How much do you know about my product/service?”

3. Ask questions to encourage feedback.
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Some tips to encourage the prospect to give you more feedback:

Ask open-ended questions learn more about your prospect’s business.
Ask questions that are at the prospect’s level of understanding and interest.

Actively listen to the answers.
Make the questions gently flow from the general to the specific.

Make conversation, not an interrogation. Interrogation makes the prospect feel
uncomfortable or defensive.

Ask further questions of your prospect’s answers to earlier questions. This lets the
prospect know that you’re really paying attention to what they’re saying.

Save the sensitive questions for later in the interview when your prospect feels
more comfortable with your questioning.

Take notes.

4. Make your presentation interesting for the prospect.

The best way to make a presentation interesting is to be well prepared.

5. Give the prospect total control of the call.

Often prospects who don’t provide any feedback like to be in total control of the
negotiations. To pass control to them, pause and then say, “I sense that this is not so
interesting for you. Is there something you would rather hear about?” Or just ask, “What
shall we talk about next?”

6. Get the prospect to talk about anything.

The prospect may not be sharing feedback with you because they are just not yet
comfortable with you personally.

7. Do a trial close.

If you haven’t received any feedback from the prospect, do a trial close by saying, “It
may be a little early, but since you have not raised any objections or concerns, are you
ready to place an order now?”

The trial close can serve to re-focus your prospects attention on the call.

8. Take the direct approach with your prospect.

If your prospect’s lack of feedback is frustrating you, say, “I was surprised you haven’t
raised any concerns or given me any feedback. I’m beginning to get concerned that what
I was saying was not interesting to you. Is this true?”

Encourage your prospect to share their objections with you.
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Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

If you’ve finished your presentation and you still haven’t been able to elicit any feedback,
then you’ll need to close without feedback.

Try some of these approaches:

1. Time the close with no feedback.

When you feel you have talked enough about your product, directly ask for the order.

2. Close on your prospect’s demographics.

Construct a close similar to that of your previous closes with prospects in a comparable
demographic position.

3. Use the canned pitch close.

13. The Prospect Who Loves What You Say, But Does Not Buy

Scenario:

The feedback you get from your prospect is that you’ve made a great presentation – but
then the prospect goes and buys from someone else.

What went wrong? Maybe the prospect felt uncomfortable about telling you “No” in-
person…  or  didn’t  want  to  go  through  the  time-consuming  process  of  explaining  their
objections to you… and then have to listen to your responses.

What you need to do is spot this situation early on in your presentation… and then drill
down to find what the prospect’s real needs are. You do this by asking open-ended
questions - even though it might make the prospect feel a little uncomfortable at first.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Loves What You Say, But
Does Not Buy.

1. Mistaking the prospect for a relationship sell.

The closer in price and features your product/service is to those of your competitors, the
more likely your prospect will buy for emotional rather than logical reasons. With a
relationship sell, the prospect buys from the salesperson and company that they feel most
comfortable dealing with.

2. Assuming the prospect has been sold because they’ve raised no objections.
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Any serious buyer is always going to have some objections as they try to understand how
their needs mesh with your products. If there are no objections, take it as a warning that
something is wrong!

3. Mistaking the prospect’s positive feedback for buying signals.

Usually positive comments are buying signals - but not with this type of prospect! They
may have no intention of ever buying from you and are just trying to let you down easy.

Here’s what you need to watch for:

The prospect raises no objections.

The prospect didn’t raise the typical objections you thought should have been
raised.

The prospect said they would buy even though your presentation was too short to
really convince someone to purchase your product/service.

You made a real personal connection with the prospect, but didn’t get around to
talking much about business.

The prospect was just “too nice”, almost as though they were apologising for
something.

In short, it all seems just a little too easy!

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Loves
What You Say, But Does Not Buy.

1. Change the focus of the call from a friendly visit to a business call.

When making a sales call, accept the prospect’s friendly façade, but direct the
conversation  towards  the  commercial  reason  of  why  you  are  talking.   Put  simply,  you
want and expect to do business.

This can be done in several ways:

For a soft transition, ask the prospect a general question about their buying
process, then let their response guide you into more serious talk.

e.g. “Martin, I have a question for you. Do you intend to buy, like last year, or will this
year be different?”

“John, I have a question for you. If you bought from me, would this be the first time your
company has ever bought this kind of product?”

For a more direct transition, simply ask to discuss business issues.
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e.g. “Martin, before I leave, I really do have to cover some important points,” or “I have
something new you really need to hear about,” and then move into the business aspects
of the call.

Another  way  to  keep  a  business  focus  is  to  make  a  formal  presentation.  Alternatively,
place a single sheet of paper listing five points you want to make on the prospect’s desk
… and then cover each of these points in turn.

2. Raise the objections yourself.

You can do this by saying, “After I’ve left, you may have some other concerns about my
product/service… or things that my competitors will raise. Let me mention a few typical
ones that come up and you can tell me whether you think those are important enough for
me to elaborate on.”

3. Get the prospect to become your advocate.

Convince the prospect that they should buy your product… then position yourself as a
helper who will make them look good to others in the company for their buying decision.

Ask:

“Is there someone else I have to sell?’
“Is there any way I can make you look better to your organisation?”

“Is there anyone else I can meet within your organisation who can help get this
purchase through?

4. Get a commitment before you leave the prospect’s office.

Before you leave, find out just how sold the prospect is on your proposal.

Here are some ways you can do this:

Ask for the order.

If it’s not forthcoming, ask how long before the decision will be made.
Before you leave the room, have a reason to continue to maintain contact with the
prospect.

5. Help the prospect become a better buyer.
Sometimes prospects new to buying won’t know how to go about it. Yet, they’ll still be
judged on how well they make their purchases.

To help them look good to their superiors and keep them as prospects over the long term,
give them a few tips on how to be a “tough customer”. Take care not to give away the
whole farm though!
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You  might  say, “Here’s a suggestion. Consider placing your orders with us during
certain times of the year when we offer a better rate?”

6. Consider that the prospect may be about to leave.

When a prospect decides to leave their job, they often change their behaviour towards
salespeople. Gone are the tough objections… but so too are the opportunities to make a
sale.

If you suspect the prospect is about to move on, ask them what they plans are for the next
year.

7. What to do should you lose the order.

You thought the sale was yours, but now you find that your prospect is about to buy from
someone else. What should you do? Try these responses:

Pump the prospect for details about what went wrong, who talked to whom, what
was said, what information persuaded the prospect to buy somewhere else etc.
If  you  have  a  chance  to  reverse  the  buying  decision,  you  must  act  immediately.
Play the consultant role. Tell your prospect that you don’t want to talk about the
product/service itself … rather how to get the best out of the product/service.

If you’ve lost the sale, learn from your mistakes, so that the next time around you
will increase your chances of success.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Be direct and ask for details.

Simply say, “Can I have the order now?”
If you don’t get the response you’re after, ask for more details, such as:

“What’s the timing of the sale?”
“Who else is involved in the decision-making process?”

“Who else do I have to sell?”

2. If the prospect tells you that they will buy, ask for details.

Ask, how soon will the order be placed? In what quantities? etc.
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14. The Prospect Who Buys A Competitive Product Elsewhere

Scenario:

Your prospect has a need for your product but is currently buying a similar product from
a competitor. They say you’re wasting your time pursuing it any further because they’re
satisfied with the product they’re buying.

What to do? Well, prospects do need information to help them evaluate competitive
products, so why not tell them about the weak points of your competitor’s product? After
all, who else is likely to tell them?

The first thing you must do when you’re selling against an established product is to find
out why the prospect bought the competitor’s product in the first place.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Buys A Competitive
Product Elsewhere.

1. Getting the prospect defensive when you criticize your competition.

2. Launching into a presentation before you know exactly why the prospect is buying a
competitive product.

There are likely to be reasons why the prospect is not buying from you. A canned
presentation may reinforce the very same perceptions the prospect may already have of
you and your product. For example, they may not understand the benefits your product
can deliver that your competitor is unable to provide.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Buys A
Competitive Product Elsewhere.

1. Go from the general to the specific.

Talk in general terms about the importance of value, benefits, credit terms, etc… then
bring your product and that of your competitor into the conversation.

2. Differentiate your product/service.

Document in detail how your product/service is different from other products/services
you compete against. Before you can prove that your product/service is better, you have
to prove that it is different.

3. Discover what excites the prospect about your product/service.

Listen carefully for clues of what excites the prospect about your product/service. It’s
likely  to  be  more  about  how your  product/service  solves  the  prospect’s  needs,  than  the
product itself or your level of enthusiasm.
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If necessary, take the direct approach and ask:

“What things get you most excited about the product I sell?”
“What are the best things the product I sell can deliver to your company?”

4. Deliver a comparative presentation.

An effective, yet subtle way, to make an attack on your competitor is to provide the
prospect with a comparison of all competitive products in the market place - rather than
the direct, head-to-head attack on the prospect’s current supplier.

Initially, talk more about the big picture to encourage comments of a more general nature.
A comparative presentation presents will help the prospect understand about the strengths
and weaknesses of all products in your category.

The likely outcome of such an approach is that the prospect will want to know how your
product stacks up against the product they are now buying.

5. Sell the way your prospect sells.

When you talk about your competition you need to be sensitive to how your prospect and
the prospect’s company will react to the situation.

People and companies usually like to be sold in the way they sell their own company and
products. So, read up on the company, look at their trade ads, visit their booth at a trade
show, review their sales brochures, etc. to discover these signals.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Give the prospect a way out.

To buy from you, the prospect needs a face saving device if he is currently buying from
your competitor.

Here are several ways to lead up to asking for the order:

Point out how things have changed - how products, markets or the prospect’s
needs are different.
Talk about how your product enhancements now represent a “whole new ball
game”.
Describe how your competitor’s influence in the marketplace has declined and
that this now requires revaluation.

2. Sell the prospect on the idea of having a complete, unbiased review as to the best way
to get the most value for money.
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3. Sell the prospect on the advantage of having a ‘second supplier’ to send a message to
the current supplier that they cannot take the prospect for granted.

4. Say to the prospect that someday they may need a backup supplier – and why not
seek one now?

15. The Prospect Who Buys Elsewhere On Relationships

Scenario:

There is no doubt that selling against an established relationship is tough. The competitor
has  access  to  more  of  the  prospect’s  time…  and  more  often…  than  you  do.  If  they’re
smart, they’ll use this time to defend their turf from competitors such as yourself.
Because of their ongoing relationship with the prospect, they will hear about … and can
respond… to your competitive moves.

That’s the bad news. Now here’s the good news. Prospects who buy on relationships are
often very confident buyers. Because they feel they don’t need to justify every buying
decision to others, they’re often less involved in details of the purchase.

If you can convince the prospect of the benefits of your product/service, you can often
win their business very quickly.

Avoid  These  Pitfalls  When  Dealing  With  A  Prospect  Who  Buys  Elsewhere  On
Relationships.

1. Taking a competitive approach before you’ve proved yourself.

When a prospect has an established relationship with a competitor, becoming too
aggressive too soon can backfire. Any argument you present is likely to be reviewed by
the prospect as well as the competitor you’re selling against.

2. Responding to every trivial objection.

Selling to this kind of prospect is not so much about answering objections but how
comfortable the prospect feels about doing business with you. Once you’ve built a
trusting relationship the prospect, often the petty objections disappear.

3. Being too focused on the competitive sell approach.

This sell is more about relationships than the products/services offered.

4. Giving up too early.

A well-established relationship can take months, even years to break through. Focus your
attention on getting incremental increases in business.
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Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Buys
Elsewhere On Relationships.

1. Build your own relationship with the prospect.

Find out what the prospect is looking for in a relationship. Different prospects have
different expectations of buyer-seller relationships.

Type of people these prospects buy from:

credible and motivated salespeople.
They reason that the people creating and delivering the product/service are likely to be
similarly well-trained and motivated.
You can get the relationship started by emphasizing your professionalism and product
knowledge.

people they trust.
It saves the prospect time by not having to get involved in the details of every purchase.
You can get the relationship started by giving the prospect some kind of preferential
treatment or attention; by showing you excel at customer service; and by paying attention
to details.

people who satisfy their need for friendship.
Some prospects have little personal life.
You can get the relationship started by entertaining the prospect.

people who understand their needs.
You can get the relationship started by discovering their needs and providing a solution.

people who help them look after their business.

You can get the relationship started by adopting a truly consultative approach that adds
value to the offer you bring to the table.

2. Understand the prospect’s motivation for a relationship.

By understanding the prospect’s motivation for developing relationships, you can more
quickly establish one with them.

3. Building relationships take time.

Depending on the sales cycle of your product, building a relationship with the prospect
can take months or even years. Here are steps you can take to build a relationship over
time:

Phase 1.
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Establish a basic buyer-seller relationship by being helpful without wasting anyone’s
time. Take notes of personal details and follow up by sending cards and articles. After a
while the prospect will begin taking your calls.

Phase 2.

Spend some personal time with prospects so that they can get to know you better. Perhaps
take them to lunch

Phase 3.

Get your foot in the door with a small order and let them know how much you appreciate
it.

Phase 4.

As the prospect knows you better and uses your products more often, you will begin to be
taken more seriously.

Phase 5.

With an established relationship with the prospect, now ask to be able to compete directly
against your competitor for the prospect’s business.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Ask for a level playing field.

Acknowledge your prospect’s relationship with a competitor, but ask the prospect to look
objectively at your proposal. Do it like this: Ask them, “How would you evaluate my
offer if you put the relationship with your supplier aside for a moment?”

2. Use the “join the club” close.

Present  the  prospect  with  a  list  of  customers  who  use  your  products/services  and  with
whom they might have a relationship, and then ask for the order.

3. Entertain the prospect, then ask for the order.

Entertaining the prospect allows both of you to get to know each other in a more relaxed
atmosphere. Use the occasion to seek broad agreement on your proposal and work out the
details later at the office.
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16. The Prospect Who Buys Elsewhere Because Of Company Politics

Scenario:

Selling to an organisation where there is a lot of politics means either playing the game
yourself or helping the prospect gain political advantage. If the prospect keeps talking in
terms of “we” rather than “I”, you’re likely to be dealing with a highly political buying
process.

In these situations, it’s important to realise that you’re not selling to the prospect, but to
their organisation. You’ll need to listen carefully and ask probing questions in order to
pick up the subtle political signals that can help you in the selling process.

Listen for who has the real buying power and what kind of information or appeals are
likely to win them over.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who Buys Elsewhere Because
of Company Politics.

1. Assuming that because you have the better product you will win the sale.

The reality is that those who have the most political clout usually control the buying
process.

2. Attacking those who control the buying process.

You’re not going to score any brownie points by implying that the organisation’s
superiors are morons.

3. Assuming that the prospect will go into battle for you.

In a very political organisation, at the very first sign of trouble, your prospect is likely to
ease off pushing your product.

4. Walking away too soon because it seem hopeless.

Often, when a political organisation makes buying decisions, it involves many people.
The buying process can take more time the first time around, but once you have the
business, the process to sell them will be far easier.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who Buys
Elsewhere Because Of Company Politics.

1. Find out what the objections are and who raised them.

To sell to organisations where politicking is involved, you need to be very clear about
who said what. By asking who raised objections, you’ll begin to understand who you
really have to sell.
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A good open-ended question that might give you a pointer is, “How do other people in
your organisation feel about my product?”

2. Sell company-specific benefits.

People who influence the buying decision and don’t deal with you directly, are more
likely to make decisions based on the perception of your product/service and of your
company than on actual product/service details.

Ideas or concepts that are company-specific will have greater impact on these decision
makers than product/service facts. To win the sale, you need to have a good
understanding of the prospect’s business and be able to translate your product/service’s
benefits into company-specific benefits.

3. Determine the political muscle the prospect has within the company.

Here are a number of ways to determine this:

Ask the prospect what they think their superior’s reaction will be to your
proposal.
Ask how long the prospect has been with the company.

Comment on your boss and then wait for the prospect to comment on theirs.

4. Consider how you can make the prospect look like a hero.

If you can help the prospect look like a hero to management, you will win an advocate for
your product… as well as strengthen the prospect’s hand in the buying process.

5. Get the prospect riled up about company politics.

Prospects who’ve got to deal with political interference in the buying decision are often
unhappy. If you can get them to complain, they will often share with you details that will
help you sell to those influencers.

6. Ask for a group meeting.

When buying decisions are made in a meeting with everyone involved in a buying
process, the decisions tend to stick. But it’s often difficult to get everyone together unless
you  offer  something  different  or  new,  such  as  a  research  report,  an  idea  that  will  help
their business or an innovative service or feature.

7. Send a promotion to everyone in the company.

If  you  able  to  come  up  with  some  compelling  reason  for  the  company  to  buy  your
product/service (and reliable documentation proving it), put it in a promotional piece and
mail it to everyone in the prospect’s organisation. People will start talking about it if there
has been an acceptance of the ideas.
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Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Use a written selling proposal.

Close your presentation with a written proposal. Make sure you put enough selling
information in the proposal so that anyone who picks it up has all the information they
need to make the purchase decision.

2. Ask for the order in front of everyone.

If you can get a group meeting of decision-makers, ask for the order before anyone leaves
the room. Commitments made in front of others are the strongest.

3. Subtly convey to the prospect that buying from you will help their career.

A buyer in a political organisation often views buying as a way to move up the corporate
ladder. Buying the best products at the best price is a secondary consideration. Tell them
the rising stars in other companies are buying from you… then ask for the order.

4. Make buying your product a no-risk option.

Offer a money-back guarantee to make your offer risk-free… and then ask for the order.

17. The Prospect Who May Cancel The Order

Scenario:

You’ve  worked  through  all  the  objections,  given  all  the  concessions  you  can  give  and
have worked out the pricing structure. Your prospect has evaluated your competitors’
bid… and you’ve come out on top. You’ve got the sale! Or so you think.

However, a week later, or perhaps even a year later, circumstances have changed, and the
concessions you offered to clinch the deal then may be far less valuable to the prospect
now. They’ve told you they no longer wish to do business with you.

Avoid These Pitfalls When Dealing With A Prospect Who May Cancel The Order.

1. Letting your relationship become stale.

You tried for ages to get their business… you pursued them, entertained them, all the
time building a relationship with them.

Now  that  you’ve  got  the  big  order  from  them,  they  don’t  hear  from  you.  How  do  you
think they feel?

2. Assuming that since the prospect is now buying, they don’t need to be sold further.
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Over time the prospect may forget why they bought your product in the first place. You
need to continually reinforce your message.

3. Assuming that since you’ve got a contract, it’s a done deal in the future.

A contract has a lot to do with the perceived value your prospect places on your product
and  personnel.  Once  either  of  these  change,  renewal  of  the  contract  will  be  so  much
harder.

Successful Selling Strategies To Counteract And Conquer A Prospect Who May
Cancel The Order.

1. Keep the relationship alive.

Salespeople are often motivated by the thrill of the chase that winning a new account
brings. It’s easy to overlook that the greatest gains in sales volume can be achieved with
your existing customers by getting them to buy more and buy more frequently.

Here are some ways to maintain your existing customer relationships:

Work out any difficult details as soon as possible after gaining the initial order.
Personally entertain the customer.

Maintain contact with the customer without selling them anything. For example,
call on the new customer to see whether the first order was handled correctly or
give them tips on how to use your product/service. Send a letter thanking them for
becoming a new customer.

Send handwritten notes with an article attached on a topic they may be interested
in, or send a card with a personal message.

2. Don’t stop selling.

Even if your prospect is already sold on your products, continue to sell them all over
again next time you ask for an order.

3. Monitor your competition.

Use your ongoing relationship with the prospect to keep your competitors at bay.
Routinely and subtly suss the prospect’s attitude towards your competition. Taking the
prospect out to lunch will often lower their defences.

4. Shore up your defences.

If you hear that a competitor is coming out with a new product feature, pricing strategy,
etc.  ask the prospect what they think of it  – or whether they even know about it.  It  will
give you an opportunity to diminish its value or alert the prospect that your company is
working on a similar concept that is soon to be released.
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By discussing new developments with your prospect before your competition has a
chance to get to them, you’ll place resistance in your prospect’s mind to the new concept.

5. Say thank you.

Take your prospect out to lunch, send them a ‘thank you’ card, or just remember to say
those two magic words.

6. Check for cooling of the relationship.

Here are some warning signs to watch out for:

It’s becoming harder to contact your prospect
The prospect hasn’t time for a visit from you.

You are not told about future business opportunities.
The prospect tells you not to worry.

If you think the relationship is beginning to sour, arrange for a face-to-face meeting with
the prospect as soon as possible. The personal approach will often reveal the deeper
objections, which you will then be able to address… and hopefully turn your relationship
around.

7. Develop an annual tradition.

If you are in a long-term selling relationship with your prospect, start a tradition at a
particular time of the year, perhaps just before your business is to be reviewed. The
tradition might be a golf outing or a lunch get-together.

Winning Strategies To Close the Deal – Now!

1. Get an emotional commitment from the prospect.

Ask the prospect to monitor your sales proposal as it passes through the decision-making
process  of  their  company.  Getting  a  personal  assurance  from  them  will  emotionally
commit them to being your advocate.

Say, “If it looks like my proposal has hit a snag, will you let me know in time so that I
can respond in a constructive manner?”

2. Ask for a larger order.

Sometimes the best defence is taking an offensive approach. By asking for a bigger order,
deeper objections, which you may be unaware of, are likely to come to the surface. You
will now be able to deal with them.

3. Motivate yourself up the pecking order.
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If you’re not the top dog, you still have some selling to do. Set yourself a sales target by
asking the prospect who their top supplier is for the type of product you’re selling and the
volume they are supplying.


